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Firstly, this program is not medical advice and does
not replace your medical practitioner’s advice. 

Secondly, if you follow this program, you will definitely
feel better, have high energy levels, sleep better and if
you have any chronic condition your symptoms will get
better and may even disappear. When that happens,
please DO NOT interfere with prescribed treatment but
go back to the doctor who prescribed the treatment and
let him/her chart the way forward. Ignoring this warning
may result in disastrous consequences. 

Hi, welcome and thank you for choosing to invest your

valuable time in this program. I have no doubt you and

your family will benefit from this. 
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Welcome

Health warning:
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The QuickStart Program 
Since there's so much information, my advice is
always, get started immediately while going
through what took me 14 years to learn. Hence,
the Permanent Fat Loss Program QuickStart.

You will definitely be motivated to go through all
the information that starts on page 34 once you
experience amazing results from QuickStart . 

While applying the limited input, you will feel
great, have more energy, sleep better and as a
side-effect, the kilos will fall off in no time. 

Quickstart: Continue from the next page up to
page 33. Continuing from page 34 takes you to a
mind-blowing level! 
Have fun and don't forget to smile!

SuccessSuccess  
breedsbreeds  

successsuccess
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The WHY of the program 
Although the title is Permanent Fat Loss, fat LOSS is
a side effect. This is in fact all about health GAIN
and it is for everyone, young and old. 

If you do not have excess fat, you follow this
program for health GAIN and you will not lose fat.
Having said that, there are a lot of thin fat people
out there. People with no excess fat on other parts
of the body but have visceral fat just like fat
people. 

If you have unhealthy eating habits, you may be one of them so only looking at
BMI gives a false sense of security. 

Visceral fat is the dangerous fat that surrounds your internal organs like your heart. It
leads to debilitating diseases like heart attacks and chronic illnesses. Fad diets do not
help you to lose visceral fat. Only exercise and proper nutrition help. 
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The reason the Free Health Club is free and this program
 is free is

that I did not have to buy anything or pay anything to LOSE fat

permanently and GAIN health through this progra
m. I wish

someone had shared this inform
ation before my yo-yo cycle

started 4 decades ag
o with my first pregna

ncy and before I got

arthritis in 2006. 

Often when I talk to people about healt
hy living they say they

want to enjoy life. What’s a few minutes of a sweet taste

compared to years of su
ffering after heart

 attack or stroke or

chronic illnesses? Those who sell harmful foodstuff
s and other

harmful substance
s frame them as enjoyment of life and sadly

many have bought into
 this lie. I can’t begin to tell you how

enjoyable life is when you are fit, healthy
, have high energy

levels and sleep well. I’m permanently on a high!
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In the past year, w
hile preparing for the club many asked me

why I bother w
ith this service

 because people can find

answers on the internet. Th
e internet is 

indeed awash with

advice on everything including how to beat the bulge, but the

question is what is the source of the information? 

In between the good objective facts there is lot of info
rmation

that is used
 to push the yo-yo causing products. I

f these

products onl
y emptied people’s pockets it

 would not bother

me much, but the problem is that they cost more than money.

They are downright dang
erous becau

se they cost peopl
e’s

health in the process. 

I know the strain of being hungry on fad diets. This p
rogram

does not inc
lude any diet whereby you starve, reach your

ideal weight, go on a maintenance diet and then go back to

eating normal quantities
 and bang! A new yo-yo cycle starts

and kitching! Someone out there makes money! 
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This is about adopting a healthy lifestyle that will help you to achieve optimal
health, prevent chronic illnesses and improve or get rid of your symptoms if you
already have chronic illnesses. At no point should you starve. All that happens while
you eat enough of the good food and believe me, there’s lot of good stuff out
there. I know because I enjoy great healthy meals daily.

Free Health Club resources are based on both mental and physical health. In this
program we look at some aspects of physical health. Mental health and more
aspects of physical health are covered in the other Free Health Club resources.

I hope that you will benefit from this digibook and from other FHC resources. If you
know people who can benefit from these free resources, please do not put them at
a disadvantage by forwarding this free book to them because they will only have
access to this information and miss out on the rest of the free resources that are
only available to members. Instead, advise them to join the club by simply
subscribing Free Health Club TV so they can have the access that you have.

I hope to hear from you as you GAIN health. Please give me feedback via the
contact page of freehealthclub.online.

Let’s keep walking, keep dancing and don’t forget to smile.

The Coolest Granny in Town (aka Makheni Zonneveld)

Founder and Chief Happydemic Spreader (CHS) at The Free Health Club 
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Is this you? 
I was a thin child, a slim teenager and then a slim adult
but all that changed when xyz...” Is this your story?
You're not alone. This is the story some of the people
who have benefitted from this program. It's my story too.
Your 'xyz' may be hormonal changes, poor eating
habits, stress or depression that leads to comfort eating,
lack of proper nutrition information, pregnancy etc. In
my case, the 'xyz' that led to my yo-yo journey was
pregnancy and lack of proper nutrition information .

“I was always a big kid. I was always the
fattest in the class and then became an
overweight adult. At some point I decided
to change that and that started a never-
ending yo-yo cycle that has cost me a
fortune.” Is this your story? You are not
alone. It is the story of some of those who
have benefitted from this program. 
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The  yo-yo journey 
A student who struts her stuff in a swimsuit in front of the
whole student body in a ‘Miss Body Beautiful’ contest, walks
around campus on the highest heels, with bare midriffs,
hotpants and skirts that are shorter than short has to have
self-confidence coming out of her ears. 

That self-confidence came from a very healthy self-esteem
that was the result of a positive self-image in general and a
positive body-image in particular. I know because that was
me in the ’70’s.

While most of my friends counted calories, I used to eat
anything I fancied. Without any effort, I never saw an ounce
of fat on the firm body that I was blessed with. I used to eat
a lot because I was always hungry. For some reason, my
metabolism was on rollerskates! 
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Like many who don't have excess fat, I believed that I could afford to
eat anything, not realizing that even if I did not gain fat my pancreas,
liver, kidneys and other organs still had to process whatever I consumed.
I did not know that some of the foodstuffs that did not make me fat,
caused the inflammation that causes terrible chronic conditions.

I used to be naïve enough to think that the stunning body would last
forever. I weighed 51 kg from the time I was a teenager until I got
married and got pregnant at age 27. During the pregnancy my weight
shot up to 69 kg. After delivery, my weight remained at 69kg! 

I went from South African size 31 to size 38 in one go! I know that dress
sizes differ from country to country. To put this in perspective, size 32 in
SA is small, 8 in the UK,  4 in The US and 38 in the EU.

Going from 32 to 38 means skipping 2 dress sizes, 34 and 36. This means
by going from 31 to 38 I skipped two and half sizes at a go. I do not have
to tell you that I was utterly devastated.



I remember that figure belts were in fashion

and the fact that I had to exchange them for

kaftans was more than devastating. SA size 38

is not obese but if you have spent your life with

a swim-suit model body, you experience 38 as

extremely obese.  Somehow, I resisted the

temptation to punch on the nose those who

kept saying "But you look good considering you

have had a baby."The slender girl felt trapped in a size 38 prison

and was yearning to escape.
That was the beginning of a yo-yo journey that

lasted almost 4 decades.

pn
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This is how my yo-yo cycle went: I would go on a fad diet (tried most of
them) and get down to 61kg. In no time I would go back to 69 and start
all over again with the latest fad. Since I was always aware of the
importance of good health, I always went for the fad diets that claimed
to be ‘healthy’ and there are many of them out there. I was a real sucker
for anything labelled ‘natural’ or ‘healthy’.

Firstly, apart from the fact that a yo-yo
cycle costs money and with every iteration
it becomes more and more difficult to shed
the kilos, it can cost you your health. It
affects your blood-sugar levels, can affect
your heart and cause other health
problems. It can also lead to behavioural
disorders because you can end up with an
unhealthy relationship with food. 

One day I got a rude shock! The scale said 71kg for the first time!
That was very scary so I reckoned it was time for desperate
measures. 
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Desperate measures included going to an expensive doctor in Sandton, north of

Johannesburg, for injections and a high protein diet. Fortunately, my kidneys survived that

onslaught. Because he was a medical doctor, we all assumed that whatever he was doing

was healthy. 

With every yo-yo cycle it got more difficult to reach my goal which was then 61kg. I

blamed it on age and later blamed it on hormones. Yes, these are factors but when I found

the healthy way to lose fat, I was much older and had hormonal imbalances but age and

hormones did not stand in the way. In fact, my hormonal imbalances, the night sweats that

had plagued me for 16 years,  subsided.
My focus had been on weight loss until December 2006 when a very stressful life event that

triggered arthritis that was already in the making because of what I used to eat. Although

the yo-yo continued, my focus shifted to the debilitating pain. My search for a solution to

the pain led to information that literally saved me from a shoulder operation in 2008.

Since then, I have diligently studied the subject of nutrition. 

Nutrition is one of the 3 pillars  of the Coolest Granny in Town’s
Permanent Fat Loss Program. 
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Now that you know how I got into and stayed for almost 4 decades on a yo-
yo cycle, it’s time for the solution.

The  WHAT of the program 

This program is based on 3 equally
important pillars:

1. Exercise 

2. When to eat breakfast

3. What to eat

As I have already stated, from the start I
ate as healthily as possible according
to my limited knowledge. 

Most of the time I engaged in exercise - I went to the gym and even walked
though not as much as I do now. 
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After I got proper nutrition information (pillar 3) right and also exercised (pillar 1)
I still did not attain permanent fat loss. This only happened when I found the
missing link. For me the missing link was when to eat breakfast (pillar 2). That is
how I realized that permanent fat loss is attained by the combination of the 3.

The million-dollar question is, what is
your missing link? 

Whether your missing link is only one
or two or all three, the good news is
that you can definitely benefit from
this program. 

Fortunately, it is simple to explain
pillars 1 and 2 in a few lines. However,
3 will take more than a few lines. In
fact, 3 (proper nutrition), is the
content of this whole digibook.



pn
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Please do not be discouraged by the fact that I walk for
2 to 2,5 hours a day. It is not a requirement. I do it
because I am addicted, I have the time and I walk in an
amazing safe environment. Walking briskly for half an
hour a day is enough for good health including fat loss.
You can add other exercise routines if you want and if
you are already doing good cardio exercise daily you
can also skip the walking.
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If you have never engaged in any
serious exercise and you are either
over 35 or have underlying conditions
like heart problems or diabetes you
should consult your doctor first.  

Please start at a low comfortable
pace for about 10 minutes per day
then gradually increase the pace and
the time until you can comfortably
walk briskly for half an hour per day.
While walking you should not be out
of breath – you should still be able to
talk and after the walk you should not
be finished!
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No time or an opportunity to walk in a
safe place? Just use the Nelson Mandela
treadmill that you received when you
joined the club. Even though you are busy
you do have time for watching the news
and your favourite TV programs so you
can use that time to walk on your 
 treadmill. 

You can also do that while busy with a
conversation, like you can talk to
someone while walking out there. An
even better idea is to make this a
daily fun activity for the family
instead of sitting together on a couch
and snacking.  
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When to eat breakfast
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When to eat breakfast

The first time an orthomolecular therapist
mentioned intermittent fasting I said: "no, no,
no, no, I have heard that word before but I will
not fast because I don’t want to mess with my
blood-sugar levels and get diabetes like my
mother. I eat 5 – 6 small meals per day to make
sure that my blood-sugar levels remain stable".
 

She laughed and said, “I know where you are
coming from. That is the old science. That is
what was believed in the past but every time
you eat your blood sugar level shoots up so if
you eat regularly you actually cause the
imbalance.” She had my attention.

At long last! The end of my painful yo-yo journey! As I've said, when I ate
breakfast was my missing link. I used to eat breakfast first thing in the
morning. Like most people, I grew up with the idea that you should never miss
breakfast. 
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When to eat breakfast

I eat dinner at 17:30. So I count from 18:00 and
eat breakfast at 10:00. As soon as I started
doing that I lost all cravings. I used to sit with a
bowl of walnuts at 10 pm and all that stopped
without any effort. I used to eat nuts and seeds
throughout the day just because they are
healthy. All those cravings disappeared. 

People ask me if they can drink tea, coffee,
herbal teas, or lemon water in the 16 hours. The
answer is it does not matter in what form food is
whether it is solid or liquid like herbal tea, it’s
still food so no beverage replaces water. This
also applies in the 8 hours between breakfast
and dinner. 

She explained that I should eat breakfast 16 hours after dinner and only drink
water in between. This is not about missing any meals which is unhealthy. It’s
about when you eat breakfast. 
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When to eat breakfast

Be kind to your body. Drink tap water
instead of any other liquid. Talking
about liquids - forget the antioxidant
sales pitch. Green tea has as much
caffeine as coffee and ordinary tea so
it’s just another fad that only separates
you from your hard-earned cash.

An adult is supposed to drink 3 litres of water per day – minimum
2. If you replace the water with any other liquid like herbal tea
you are not giving your body rest because your pancreas, liver,
kidneys etc still have to process the tea. 
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I used to call this section ‘proper nutrition’ but I
changed to ‘what you eat’ because people
associate nutrition with ‘what you may not eat’.
The truth is there is so much good stuff to eat out
there that I never have to scratch my head over
what I should eat on any given day. However,
unlike the first two, this aspect of the program
takes longer to explain because there is so much
information. What complicates the whole matter is
the fact that there are so many myths out there. 

The myths are not spread by misinformed people
but by those who are selling yo-yo causing options.
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Since there is so much to go through, I always advice
people to not wait till they have mastered what took
me so many years to learn since 2008. 

I hope you are motivated to go through all that but
while you are on this journey you can start
immediately. I assure you, you will get immediate
results with this limited input. 

You will feel good, have more energy, sleep better and
the kilos will start falling off in no time. I call it
Permanent Fat Loss Program QuickStart. Whoever first
said “Success breeds success’ was right. If you start
small and see results you are more likely to continue. 
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The QuickStart part of Pillar 3
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Quickstart  
If you want to use the scale, go ahead but this can
have a demotivating effect especially at the
beginning. You may compare this to the results that
you got from fad diets. When you go on a fad diet and
do not exercise the scale reflects a rapid weight loss
but weight loss does not mean fat loss. 

Fad diets lead to immediate loss of water, muscle and
some fat. When you follow this program you lose a lot
of fat and gain muscle. Muscle weighs more than fat
so this can be confusing on the scale. 
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Eventually you will see fat loss but if you choose to
go the scale route please do not exclude the
clothes centimeters route. By the way I lost 12 cm
around my bust. Now all the clothes that I had
almost given up on fit properly and the clothes that
I had bought when I carried fat around were loose.
I gave them away because I no longer need a yo-
yo wardrobe.

The next step is to follow Pillar 1 and pillar 2 above
because you do not need more information to get
started.
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Water

Drink 2 – 3 liters day. The good news is, unless you live in
a country like Spain where tap water is not safe, there is
no reason for wasting money on bottled water. More
good news is: the more water you drink the thirstier you
become and the more you enjoy the taste of tap water.
I’m talking from experience.
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Addictions

Like most people you are probably addicted to some
foodstuffs. If you are addicted to caffeine (in tea, coffee,
cola, chocolate) do not stop abruptly because as with
any other addiction, you will get side effects. The same
applies to other legal drugs such as nicotine and
alcohol. The more your body is used to (there are people
who drink more than 10 cups of coffee or tea per day
and drink cola daily) the longer it will take you to stop
completely but every reduction helps you to get to zero.
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Quick tips

One of the biggest addictions is the legal drug called
sugar. It comes in many forms and is not always sweet.
Non-sweet sugar comes in the form of refined flour that
is in white and brown bread, and all flour products such
as pasta. Refined means not whole grain. Potatoes, rice
and maize also fall in the category of non-sweet sugars.
That is why they are equally addictive. You can eat
proportionately more vegetables than maize and rice if
you want to continue with them. Remember to reduce
gradually.
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If you want to eat bread you can switch from white or brown
bread to wholewheat bread. I get more than enough
carbohydrates from vegetables and have more than enough
energy for walking daily, working very hard at age 68 and have
boundless energy. 

I eat sweet potatoes instead of potatoes because they have a
low glycemic index. If you don’t know how to prepare yummy
sweet potatoes watch this space. The Free Health Club kitchen
will give you simple tips on how to cook tasty healthy food.

With these adjustments, daily exercise, eating breakfast 16 hours
after dinner, cutting out refined sugars and gradually reducing
toxins such as caffeine, you will feel so good that you will be
inspired to embark on the exciting journey of learning more
about health gain at your own pace. 
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It's QuickStart implementation time. 
On your marks. Get set. Go! 
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Pillar 3  continued 
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My self-education journey started in 2008 with a list of
foodstuffs that make the body acidic and those that
make the body alkaline. Because of the tremendous
benefit from eating differently, over the years I
diligently continued to study the subject of nutrition.

This  section consists of the acidity/alkalinity informa-
tion and the what I learnt subsequently. 

I present what I learnt subsequently in the form of 15
myths and facts. 
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On Monday 4 December 2006, I got a phone call that rocked my
life. That traumatic life event immediately triggered arthritis. I
suffered incredible pain for 18 months and nothing helped. After
18 months, a surgeon at a private clinic wanted to operate on my
shoulder. I was self-employed as a speaker, workshop facilitator,
storyteller and coach. 

I knew that I would not be able to do anything for 2 months
thereafter because I had seen what my mother went through after
those operations. So, I planned the operation for December. In
the meantime, I propped myself up with something very
dangerous – cortisone injections. Little did I know the dangers
including the risk of osteoporosis which my mother has and now I
have osteopenia. My cortisone injection hell is a story for another
day. Every time you see ‘story for another day’ it means ‘other FHC
resources’.
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Because I had seen how my mother had suffered
after such operations, I decided to try an
alternative. Having studied natural sciences before
switching to behavioural sciences, I knew the
concepts alkaline and acidic but I did not know
how they relate to foodstuffs. Like most people who
hear this for the first time, I thought that acidic
means the sharp taste of lemon and alkaline means
the taste of something like milk or flour only to find
that it’s the other way round.
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I searched for alkaline
and found that the
internet is full of tablets
and powders that are
supposed to make the
body alkaline. I did not
want to continue eating
what made my body
acidic and pop pills so I
kept asking. 

Fortunately I was referred to someone who does not push alkaline
tablets and powders. Dr Natascha Wolf is a homeopath in the
area where I lived, north of Johannesburg North. She made copies
for me from a homeopathy textbook (She is a lecturer at Wits
university). Thanks to her, I got my life back! 
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I emptied my cupboards, fridge and freezer and went shopping
armed with my list. I did not know that the idea is to eat 20%
acidic and 80% alkaline. I thought it was about 100% alkaline. I
think that exaggeration helped me to speed up the process. In
two weeks, I was pain-free. My frozen shoulder was history. 

I went about enthusiastically swinging my arm and telling anyone
who would listen about my miracle. Most people had never heard
of alkalinity. However, there are some who did - they said, I know
it, it helped my aunt who had Lupus, it helped my father who had
this, it helped my neighbour who had this and that. A man in his
late 40's  said: “This information helped my wife and I - I had a
sperm count of zero and we spent all our money on fertility
specialists until we went to someone who charged us very little
money and gave us the acidity/alkaline list. The result? Bouncing
baby!”
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I was so enthusiastic about the list that had saved me from a
major operation that I kept making copies for people. When
I started understanding Dutch, I typed it out and translated
it to help my new friends and family in the Netherlands. In
2021 when I started the Free Health Club it dawned on me
that I had done that without permission. 

I contacted Dr Wolf to ask about the author of book. Only to
find that list was used in the book with permission from  Prof.
Dr. Jürgen Vornmann. He is the head of the Institute of
Prevention and Nutrition (IPEV) in Ismanning/Munich in
Germany.
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This list, which is a good foundation, only says what it gets
metabolized into: acid or alkaline and nothing more. To
name a few: sugar, margarine, soya beans and alcohol
are not acidic but they are not good for your health so it
is crucial to learn MORE about nutrition. 

I subsequently found out that the same inflammation that
causes and exacerbates arthritis is the culprit when it
comes to high BP, diabetes, lupus, rheumatoid arthritis,
some autoimmune diseases, some cancers and the list
goes on. That inflammation is linked to BOTH the acidity
in foodstuffs and other harmful factors that follow under
health myths. The role of stress will be covered in the
other free FHC resources.
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Fortunately, Prof. Vornmann is still alive and well
and still at the same university so I could contact
him. I apologised for using his list without permission
and I was over the moon when he kindly gave his
permission. I'm not exaggerating when I say it was
one of the happiest days of my life.

The List is on the separate PDF. This list should NOT
be used in isolation but in conjunction with the input
that follows in the form of 'Myths and Facts' from
page 47.



The Acidity / Alkalinity list

With kind permission from 
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Vornmann   

`I hope you will print the list and use it as
your kitchen bible. I say this with no
intention to denigrate the real Bible.
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Health Myths
and Facts
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There are more health myths out
there but only 15 are covered here.

More will be covered in other FHC
resources.
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Myth #1:
Obesity and chronic illnesses are a direct result of genes

FACT: If your father was wheelchair bound for 4-5 years and later died
at age 93 after being bedridden for 7 years as an arthritis sufferer and
your mother is on a wheelchair because of arthritis, when you get
arthritis the assumption is that you got it from them. That’s my story and
that is not all. My mother also has diabetes, high blood pressure, high
cholesterol and osteoporosis.

Contrary to popular belief, I did not inherit arthritis from my parents.
I got it from my lifestyle choices that were based on ignorance. I
tried to live healthily but I did not know enough because of all the
myths out there. I thought that healthy living was not drinking
alcohol, not smoking, not using any legal or illegal drugs, not drinking
coffee, tea or fizzy drinks, consuming very little fast-foods and
avoiding too much sweet stuff. I later learnt that that is not enough. 
 They lied to us: What you don’t know can kill you.
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The truth is, heredity has very little to do with chronic conditions unless you
have a congenital condition – meaning a condition that you are born with.
There are different types of diabetes but I will use the two most common
types as an example – Type 1 and Type 2. If you have Type 1 diabetes, your
body cannot produce insulin and a lifestyle change will not change that
fact. However, a lifestyle change will help you to manage the symptoms of
the disease better and suffer less. The most common type of diabetes is Type
2 diabetes which, like most chronic conditions, is a lifestyle disease. Lifestyle
diseases are caused and exacerbated by what we consume and the
environment and not by genes. Genes only pre-dispose you to getting the
condition. 

Predispose means your chances of getting the disease from your lifestyle are
increased by the genes but they play a far lesser role than the lifestyle. The
same applies to fat gain. As G. A. Bray said, “Genes load the gun but the
environment pulls the trigger.” I’ve amended it to, “Genes only loads the gun
but lifestyle choices pull the trigger."
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Lastly, last year I watched a documentary on our
national TV. A professor who specialises in the
subject of obesity and heredity was interviewed
together with some patients. The professor said that
there are some cases of obesity that are directly
linked to genes and lifestyle change will not help
such patients. I can’t argue with the professor but
one of the patients was a young woman who said
something interesting that no one commented on.
“My mother and other siblings have always been
slender. Only my father and I are obese. The two of
us have a sweet tooth”. I rest my case. 
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Myth #2:
We should take everything in moderation 

FACT: Pigs eat everything. We are not pigs. Let alone
moderation, we all know that a tiny amount of arsenic kills
you instantly. The operative word here is ‘instantly’. Unless
you are allergic to foodstuffs, when you consume them you
usually do not get an instant reaction. But if I take pork or
salmon I get an instant reaction. I get an arthritis flare-up
and every joint in my body, from the neck to the feet
screams with pain. While arthritis was building up I ate lots
of pork and salmon without any instant reaction not
realizing that they are killing me softly. The fact that most
foodstuffs do not give us an immediate reaction does not
mean they cause no harm. They simply kill us slowly.
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Sometimes there is a reaction but we do not connect the
dots. If you feel tired or down you reach for a chocolate bar
or a so-called energy drink. This gives you a burst of energy
but less than an hour later you are worse off than when you
started and then it’s time for another boost and the cycle
continues. The boost is an instant reaction so we connect the
dots but miss the connection when an adverse reaction
happens later.

Have you ever considered what an energy drink is? Energy drinks
are nothing but water (the only health ingredient) plus caffeine
plus sugar plus aspertame plus artificial flavouring plus artificial
colourants plus preservatives. This dangerous combination that
includes addictive ingredients that kill you slowly costs far more
than the only healthy ingredient - tap water.
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The idea of moderation did not fall out of the sky. It is a
well thought of ploy to get you on the first step to
addiction. Just like all alcoholics started as social
drinkers, you will never get addicted to any foodstuffs
you started taking in moderation. I will never get
addicted to rhubarb because I am not a moderate
rhubarb eater. That is because I find the taste awful
even when people jazz it up with lots of sugar. 

I got addicted to salmon, pork etc because I enjoyed
them and got started, took them moderately and took
more and more until every joint in my body said enough
is enough! 
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Myth #3:
Reading food packaging is enough

FACT: Yes, reading food packaging is good but we should
educate ourselves far beyond that. The more consumers
become health conscious, the more labels become deceitful
so you need to be very well informed to stay ahead of the
tricks. Ignore all labelling on the front of the package
because they are just marketing gimmicks and unfortunately
manufacturers are allowed to make outrageous health
claims. Study the ingredient list at the back. They are listed
by quantity from the highest to the lowest so the first 3 are
the highest. Anyway, an ingredients list that is longer than 2
or 3 lines means a product is highly processed.
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When you see these on food pakaging, run a mile: Light. No sugar
added. Low-calorie. Multi-grain – not to be confused with whole
grain - multigrain means different grains and these are usually
refined grains if the label does not say whole grain. Made with
whole grain does not mean much if whole grain is not at the top
of the list. Fortified or enriched. Fruit-flavoured (most of the time
this refers to artificial fruit flavouring). Zero trans fats. 

Sugars are hidden in terms that joe Citizen does not understand
such as carob, agave, fructose, dextran - the list is endless. These
sugars sound healthy and impressive but they are just sugars like
any white cane sugar: brown sugar, buttered sugar, caster sugar,
coconut sugar, date sugar, golden sugar, invert sugar, muscovado
sugar, organic raw sugar, raspadura sugar, evaporated cane
juice, and confectioner’s sugar.
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Don’t even bother to look at packaging labels of readymade meals,
processed meats, yoghurts and breakfast cereals. They are simply
unhealthy. 

The naming of products is the worst. If you add even less than 1%
of a product to a whole mix you are allowed to call the whole
product by that name. E.g. If you add 0,01% of coconut oil to 90%
of sunflower oil and 9.91% of olive oil you are allowed to put a
picture of a big almond on the bottle and call it coconut oil
blend. On the back you are allowed to mention the 3 oils without
the percentages. I have kept a bottle that is an example of this
for years. When I contacted the manufacturer to enquire about
the percentages I was told in not so many words that it is none of
my business. That is when I called Foodwatch in The Netherlands
and they made me aware of this shocking truth and they said that
it is not a Dutch issue but a global issue.  Consumer, you are on
your own – educate yourself.
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Myth #4:
Healthy meals are boring

FACT: Whenever someone says, ‘Healthy meals are boring’, I say,
'You are not making a statement on healthy meals but a
statement on your cooking skills or the cooking skills of the person
responsible for your meals.' People mainly eat junk-food for 3
reasons. 

1. Junk-food is addictive so just as with any other legal or illegal
addictive substance addicts need their regular fix. 

2. Junk-food tastes better than vegetables cooked in a boring
way. Imagine the aweful taste of cabbage boilt with a bit of salt!
I discuss healthy living a lot so I often hear, ‘One still has to live’.
Please don’t let anyone who makes billions out of junk food
convince you that junk food is a treat, that junk food equals
enjoying life. 
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Sadly, we even reward our children with junk food
so they start associating junk food with positive
emotion at a young age. Tasty healthy meals is a
topic for another day. 

3. It is more convenient to buy fast-foods than to
prepare proper meals. We had rather invest time on
other priorities such as streaming movies than on
our health.



Myth #5:
You can replace good nutrition with supplements

FACT: No vitamins or minerals can replace a good nutrition or
make up for bad nutrition. On the other hand, please  don’t let
anyone tell you that supplements are nothing but expensive urine.

The foundation of a healthy lifestyle is good nutrition, exercise
and mental health. The name supplements is a good description
because vitamins and minerals supplement, do not replace but
supplement good nutrition, exercise and good mental health.

It is important to know why you take supplements and equally
important to know which brands are effective. Ineffective
supplements are expensive urine. 



I take supplements such as probiotics, vitamin C, vitamin D, iron,
calcium and evening primrose oil. I take those that have good
bio-availability but I do not mention the brand because the
objective of the Free Health Club is not to sell specific brands. All
I will say is I don’t know any good supplements that are cheap but
that does not necessarily mean that expensive means good. 

Often people tell me that they cannot afford organic
vegetables, good supplements or even wholewheat. I know
there are people who are really too poor but most of the
time I talk to people who can afford some or all of these
legal drugs – nicotine, alcohol, caffeine, refined sugars, fast-
foods and microwave meals. 
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Myth #6:
Sugar is sweet

Fact: Many refined sugars are not sweet. Rice is not
sweet. Maize is not sweet unless it’s sweetcorn. Wheat
in all forms such as white and brown bread, pizza base
and pasta are sugars but not sweet. If you want to eat
bread you should rather eat wholewheat bread.
Potatoes are sugar but not sweet but they have a high
glycemic index. Strangely enough, sweet potatoes are
sweet but they have a low glycemic index and do
better than ordinary potatoes
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Myth #7:
Artificial sweeteners are healthier than sugar

Fact: Every time you consume sweeteners in any form like in
tea or anything with ‘zero’ or ‘sugar-free’ or ‘lite’ you are
poisoning yourself with a chemical factory. See facts on
meat replacements above and do yourself a favour, find out
facts on aspartame and cancer, diabetes etc from a
credible source and not from someone who makes billions
from selling sugar-free stuff. 

A bit of stevia is safer but what is even better than replacing
sugar with stevia is getting rid of the sugar addiction
instead of replacing sugar with stevia. 
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Myth #8:

The more fruit the better

Fact: Decades ago I
swallowed this one
hook line and sinker
and consumed a lot of
fruit. 

I was most delighted
when I heard about  the
‘nothing but fruit before
midday’ fad diet.

I diligently started each
day by pumping my poor
body with fruit sugar.
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Yes, fruits are
healthy but they
contain too much
sugar so one or two
pieces of fruit per
day are enough and
they should rather
not be part of your
breakfast. I now live
by the rule: fewer
fruit, more veggies.
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Myth #9:
No sugar added means healthy
Fact: This is just one more con that gets the tills
ringing.
Decades ago I fell for this con. In the 80’s, when my
daughters were small,  I was a strict mother who did
not allow sweets and fizzy drinks. I used to buy
crates of 100ml pure fruit juice for them to take one
each daily because of the ‘No sugar added’ and the
‘pure’ con. Years later I heard someone talking on
the radio about how many pieces of sugar it takes
to make the poison called pure fruit juice. 
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Myth #10:
Organic means healthy
Fact: Organic means ‘grown with no conventional pesticides,
synthetic fertilizers, antibiotics and growth hormones’.  Yes, chemicals
and pesticides are very dangerous and they should be avoided.
Synthetic pesticides lead to serious conditions such as Parkinson’s
disease and cancer. However, if an unhealthy plant is grown with no
pesticides, it remains unhealthy. An example is chocolate. Chocolate
is caffeine, sugar, fat and chemicals such as preservatives,
colourants, flavorants, stabilisers etc. Organic chocolate is still this
concoction with or without pesticides. 
Please don’t let anyone who makes billions out of chocolate or
coffee or tea sell you the hoax that a scientific study has proven
the benefits of chocolate.
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Organic fruit and vegetables are more expensive and
what if you really cannot afford them? I say ‘really’
because you can afford organic produce if you can
afford fast-foods, any beverage other than tap water,
branded clothing etc. If you really cannot afford
organic produce then soak fruit and vegetables in
white vinegar for two minutes and then rinse them with
clean water. That helps to remove the pesticides that
are on the skin of the fruit or vegetables but some of the
pesticides get absorbed into the growing plant. It is
thus not a good idea to eat fruit non-organic or
vegetables with a soft skin like strawberries. 
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Lastly, back to labels, You are allowed to call
products ‘organic’ if they are produced from
organically grown fruit or ingredients. E.g. baked
beans produced from organic beans are called
‘organic baked beans’ I have never heard of a
single country in the world where this is not
allowed. 

Very scary. Consumer, you are on your own – very scary!
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Myth #11:
Natural means healthy

Fact: The marketing genius who came up with the idea of
‘natural’ knew that we would equate ‘natural’ to ‘organic’ and
to health and thus be willing to pay more. Kitching! The tills
ring all the way as we eat ourselves to a hospital bed.

I don’t know about you, but I have never seen the sticker
‘Natural’ on something that comes from a tree, like an apple. I
have only seen ‘Natural’ on something that comes from a
factory. Every country has guidelines on the GROWING of
organic foodstuffs. Not a single country in the world has
guidelines on the MANUFACTURING of natural foodstuffs. I
hope that you noted the emphasis on the big difference
between GROWING and MANUFACTURING.
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Myth # 12: 
Plant-based means healthy

Fact: This myth is based on the fact that we equate ‘plant’
with healthy. You don’t have to believe me. Just search for
‘poisonous plants’. You will find lists, like poisonous plants for
humans, for dogs for cats etc. 

What is MORE dangerous than these poisonous plants that
kill instantly, is the processed plant based refined sugars
and caffeine fill our cupboards, fridges and freezers that kill
us slowly. 
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Myth # 13: 
Gluten-free means healthy

Fact: There are people who are sensitive to gluten. That is the
origin of the money-spinner called the gluten-free industry.
Manufacturers cash in on this and through clever marketing
captured even the non-sensitive people. Gluten-free simply means
that a product does not contain wheat, spelt, rye, oats or barley
and does not say anything about whether the product is healthy
or not. 

Unfortunately like all fads, you don’t only lose your money but you
can lose your health too because many gluten-free products are
loaded with sugar and fat. If you are sensitive to gluten you should
do yourself a favour and prepare your own healthy meals that do
not contain gluten. 
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The success of this fad can be directly attributed to high sugar
content because flour is replaced with other grains like maize etc.
If you are not allergic to wheat and you want to eat bread, there
is no reason for avoiding wholegrain bread or wholegrain pasta.
Of course, the quantities matter. 

I bake bread with pure almond flour. It contains no gluten,
contains mainly protein and is very healthy and tasty. I don’t call
this bread and all my meals ‘gluten-free’ because I do not want to
promote the fad. Unfortunately almond flour is much more
expensive than wholegrain flour so if you cannot afford almond
flour the best option would be wholegrain bread. I get most of my
carbohydrates from vegetables such as cauliflower, broccoli,
beans etc and thus I don't need bread.
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Myth #14:
Plant-based meat replacements are firstly, good for the
environment and secondly, good for your health

FACT: Firstly, the environment: Yes, the rate at which we eat meat
is not good for the environment because of the production of
gases that cattle emit and other effects on the environment. This
is the case in countries like The Netherlands. This small country
that is 29 times smaller than South Africa produces meat products
for export (The Netherlands is the largest meat exporter in the
EU). When only enough were produced for local consumption and
people consumed only the amount that the body needs this
problem would not be there. The problem is over-consumption
and over-production and also the use of dangerous stuff like
antibiotics and growth hormones.  
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The Free Health Club does not intend to change the food
manufacturing world but to give you as an individual
information that will help you to make informed choices for
yourself and your family. Choices that are not influenced by
marketing tricks. 

There are many meat replacements that are made from
soya. I used to eat great tasting organic tofu not realising
that tofu is made of soya. Most of that soya is produced at
the expense of the planet because the fields are created by
deforestation of the rain forests that has plunged the planet
into the devastation that we see on the news daily. Sadly,
this is allowed. 
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Secondly, your health: Soya affects your hormones.
Soya isoflavones can cause either weak estrogenic
or anti-estrogenic activity by binding to estrogen
receptors in the body.

That is not the only reason meat replacements are
bad for you. The following applies to all of them
whether they are made of soya or not.

I have the following discussion with various people
all the time and the responses are always the same.

You don't have to take it from me , you can try it on
others.  
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Q: Why do you eat meat replacements?
A: They are healthier than meat because they are plant-based.
Q: Do plant-based meat replacements look and taste like 
     meat.
A: Yes, very similar.
Q: Do you know a single vegetable that looks like meat e.g.  
     mince, steak, burger, sausages or stir-fry strips?
A: No.
Q: Do you know a single vegetable that tastes like meat e.g. 
     mince, steak, burger, sausages or stir-fry strips?
A: No. 
Q: Can you get foodstuffs to look like and taste like what they  
     are not without using colourants, flavourants, stabilisers, 
     preservatives and other additives?
A: No
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If after this exchange the person still does not realise that
consuming meat replacements, whether they are plant
based or not is tantamount to consuming a chemical
factory, check his/her pulse. He/she may be dead.

The body needs protein but it does not have to come from
meat. The proper way to consume non-meat protein is to
consume plant protein in original form. By original form I
mean when you eat  beans, spinach, nuts etc they should
look and taste like beans, spinach or nuts and look like
that on your plate and not look like mince or a sausage or
burger patty. 
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It's time to set the record straight:  I'm not a vegetarian and not
on a vegetarian or vegan crusade. I have come across many
vegetarian and vegan crusaders who believe that when it comes
to health, cutting out on meat products is the be all and end all.
Just ask them what they eat and you will get a catalogue of what
can be summed up as refined sugars chemicals.

The body needs protein and there's no arguing that plant protein
is safer than animal protein. The problems is that this fact is
misused to sell chemicals.

The proper way to consume non-meat protein is to consume plant
protein in original form. Plants should look and taste like what
they are on your plate. Beans should look and taste like beans
and not look and taste mince or sausage or burger patties.

The least important detail - I eat plant protein that looks like
plant protein, white meat and white fish.
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Myth #15:
Organic and natural meal replacements are a safer way of
losing fat

Please note that this is about MEAL replacements and not
meat replacements 

See Myth #9 – Myth #14 above



Lastly, New Pain-free YOU!



In October 2018 I found a remedy for pain. Pain is a good
warning that something is wrong so whenever you have pain
you should always:

1. Get a proper diagnosis before just masking the pain with
painkillers. That also applies to the good painkiller I am
about to tell you about.

2. treat the underlying cause. In my case, the source of the
pain was the arthritis and after a knee operation I still
had pain that prevented me from walking and exercising
for a very long time in spite of good nutrition. If you try
this pain remedy without any lifestyle change it will help
to mask your pain but you will still be killing yourself with
the wrong lifestyle. There are no shortcuts to good health.



This affordable miracle cure with no side effects works for both
joint pain and muscle pain. Any pain where there is no open
wound. I heard this from an interview with a Dutch professional
soccer player. 

Unfortunately, all the newspaper interviews with this soccer
player on the internet are in Dutch so you have to take my word
for it. I started using that remedy immediately and I have enjoyed
a pain-free life for just over 3 years. 

I massage my knee with about a teaspoon  (I don’t measure
– I just scoop with a finger) and massage for about 2
minutes on dry skin showering. As you massage it disappears
into the skin. The pain was gone from the very first day. I
continue with this every evening before showering. 'Before
showering' is for the smell. 



I am NOT paid to promote any brand so all I
will say is I once tried a house brand of our
local supermarket and it did not work. Use a
strong/hot fine mustard. 'Fine' because one
with seeds will hurt your skin.

I only share information because I benefit
from it and I do not want to see anyone suffer
unnecessarily.
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Thanks to Prof. Dr. Jürgen Vornmann for making
this list that gave me my life back in 2008 and
started me on one of the most important journeys
of my life – the search for health information.
Thank you for the use it. Some of Professor
Vornmann’s nutrition books are available in
English and they include recipe books. 

I am also grateful to Dr. Natascha Wolf who
introduced me to his amazing list.
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Thanks to my coaching clients who continue to
challenge me to learn more.

Thanks to all the writers who have written all the
books and blogs that I continue to learn from.
Sadly, there are too few of them.

Thanks to Koen Zonneveld. I’m not exaggerating
when I say that without his involvement, there would
be no Free Health Club and you would not be
reading this digibook.
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Thank YOU for getting this far. 

I sincerely hope that you will achieve your health goals
by implementing this free information as well
information from  other FHC resources. 

However, if you need any  handholding, Makheni the
Virtual and Face2Face coach can be reached via the
contact page of makheni.com. All FHC members get a
discounted rate on all her services.

If you found this useful, please tell the world. If you have
any feedback or suggestions, please tell me via the
contact page of freehealthclub.online.

mailto:makheni@makheni.com
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I thank my Maker for the countless blessings in
my life and for being the wind beneath my
wings throughout the countless storms I’ve been
through because like everyone else, I have had
my fair share of storms.



This program is not medical advice and does not replace your
medical practitioner’s advice. 

If you follow this program, you will definitely feel better, have
high energy levels, sleep better and if you have any chronic
condition your symptoms will get better and may even
disappear. When that happens, please DO NOT interfere with
prescribed treatment but go back to the doctor who prescribed
the treatment and let him/her chart the way forward. Ignoring
this warning may result in disastrous consequences. 

Health warning:

Finally, I end with the same health warning that I started with.


